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Abstract
Multithreading has been present in computer programming for years, and now
it is not only within domain of high performance computing but also games and for
many reasons.
With recent developments in hardware and software systems of modern mobile
devices it is also an opportunity, challenge and even necessity for games developed
for mobile platforms.
In particular this document discusses reasons why multithreading must be taken
into consideration while developing 3D game on mobile platforms, what benefits and
difficulties it brings.

1 Reasons for multi-thread development
In interactive world of video game many things happen in parallel, and it is so on many
levels. While player character explores labyrinth, his enemies are waiting for him and
are frequently operating independently. Simultaneously graphics of current level and its
inhabitants is rendered, input is processed, audio is decoded and mixed and possibly some
artificial intelligence (A.I.) is processed in the background.
While all these can be processed semi-simultaneously in main loop, application can
greatly benefit from utilizing multithreading feature of modern UNIX-like operating system (both, Android and iOS are UNIX-like even if they don’t display their UNIXey features
to user).
Another matter is, that use of operating system level multithreading is only efficient
way of utilization of modern multi-core central processing units (CPUs, as opposed to
GPUs). Currently all major manufacturers ship mid-range smartphone models equipped
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with such processors, and on high end dual core was standard for over a year1 , while
quad-core units are increasingly prevalent2 .

2 Performance gain from dual core phone
I’ve tested sample application on two phones, one of which was Samsung Galaxy Ace,
and the other was Sony Xperia S. Both with Android OS, and both with exactly the same
package installed3 . Application4 was basically doing two things: Displaying simple 3D
animated scene and playing background music (BGM). The second feature could be turned
on and off. 1

Figure 1: Side by side performance comparison
BGM was implemented as OGG Vorbis stream decoded with Tremolo library, played
using OpenAL-soft library with OpenSL|ES backend (OpenSL|ES 1.01 is Android’s native
audio interface). Rendering was implemented with OpenGL|ES 2.0. Scene consisted of
12709 triangles and 22 textures total.
Phones were tested side by side, first with sound disabled. They both displayed similar
performance characteristics of displaying perfectly smooth animation at approximately 30
FPS. Galaxy Ace is older device with a bit slower CPU and an outdated GPU, but again
it has lower screen resolution of two times less pixels and it executed OpenGL rendering
commands at almost as good performance as newer Xperia U.
Enabling audio playback however changed situation dramatically. Addition of audio
decoding and mixing threads ruined performance of Galaxy Ace, while performance of
Xperia U was unaffected: additional load was executed on second processor core. Table
1 summarizes results of experiment.
One may argue, that this BGM implementation was computationally inefficient as
hardware assisted audio decoding or directly accessing OpenSL|ES could give performance
1 Apple iPhone 4s debuted in October 2011, Samsung Galaxy SII and Motorola Droid were available even

earlier
2 Samsung, LG, HTC and ZTE are shipping such phones while others have already announced similar
models
3 debuggable .apk installed using adb utility
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Table 1: Performance gains brought by dual core processor
Model
CPU Clock
CPU Cores
GPU
Resolution
BGM Off
BGM On

Sony
Samsung
Xperia S
Galaxy Ace
Performance characteristics
1000MHz
800MHz
2
1
Mali-400MP
Adreno 200
480 x 854
320 x 480
Observed framerate
33
30
33
17

gains observable on Galaxy Ace, but this is irrelevant. Real game would contain much
more computationally complex processing even without BGM and taking away any CPU
time from graphics processing thread imposes significant danger of dropping framerate
below what is acceptable.
Therefore for games proper utilization of multi-core processors is a must, specifically
as amount of cores is more likely to grow in future, than is single thread performance.
Indeed given proper distribution of tasks dual-core processor can be two times faster than
single-core even in mobile games application.

3 Challenge imposed by OpenGL|ES
Regarding use of threading in relation to OpenGL there is strong temptation towards
accessing OpenGL context from multiple threads, which, given proper synchronization,
could be expected to work.
Modern OpenGL based application (and OpenGL|ES applications are not exceptions)
relies heavily on so called graphical memory, that is objects stored on memory accessed
directly by GPU, and not in main memory5 . Three particular kinds of such objects are
Shaders, Textures and Vertex Buffer Objects (VBOs). When passed to OpenGL said
objects are referenced by OpenGL handles and not by pointers to their address in memory.
Let us consider textures as example of such object. Process of loading texture consists
of simple steps:
1. open graphical file
2. decompress graphical file
3. allocate OpenGL handle (glGenTextures call)
4. select OpenGL handle (glBindTexture call)
5 although

physically “graphical memory” and “main memory” could reside on the same die, distinction
is still relevant
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5. copy decompressed texture image from main memory to graphical memory (glTexImage2D call)
As process of reading and decompressing graphical file (be it PNG, JPEG or anything
else) is CPU consuming, it is tempting to implement loader thread separate from main
rendering thread. For instance after random character in RPG game is to be spawned,
it’s texture has to be loaded seamlessly without pausing ongoing game. loading bunch of
JPEGs could on the other hand take whole second, which is unacceptable pause noticeable
for player, as presented in Figure 2. Players don’t like their games to freeze randomly
while loading resources, and programmers not always have freedom to load all resources
on start (as it would take too much memory and too much time).

Figure 2: Problem of delays caused by loading textures
Simple and elegant solution would involve creating “loader thread” that would load
said resources in background (and main thread will use them as soon as they will become
available). This approach is presented in Figure Figure 3.

Figure 3: Seemingly better way to deal with problem
The trouble with this approach is that it does not work. Why? Because OpenGL|ES
context is valid only for thread in which it was created6 . Therefore steps 3-5 from enu6 Unless we use EAGLSharegroup or other vendor specific extension, but even then most EGL/OpenGL|ES

implementations don’t offer such feature.
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meration in the begining of this section won’t work at all. Even if we would create an
OpenGL|ES context for loader thread, these resources wouldn’t be accessible within main
thread, as resource handles aren’t generally shared between context.
Does this mean that we have to abandon multithreading solution in this case, where
it appears to be perfectly valid? Not necessarily. Steps 1 and 2 still are very much
computationally intensive (or involve lots of I/O waiting), so offloading only them from
main thread is also useful and can reduce resource loading lag significantly.
Therefore correct sequence (illustrated also in Figure 4) is as follows:
• Pass file pathname to loader thread; resume rendering
• In loader thread load and decompress image; main thread is still rendering frames;
• Pass pointer to decompressed image back to main thread;
• Im main thread: Allocate handle, bind, copy data to graphical memory.
• Resume rendering

Figure 4: Correct and portable way to deal with problem
Despite visible complexity of this approach (texture loading function split into two
functions, second part of which is executed on different thread than first) it can be implemented in pretty straightforward and reliable way using means of modern C++2011
Language. In particular each thread can have queue of functions to execute (std::queue
was there from very begining) and while plain function pointers from C language probably
wouldn’t cut the deal, new additions to standard such as std::tr1::function and
std::tr1::bind allow enqueueing execution of function with given set of parameters.
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4 Summary
While other challenges also exist (those generally associated with multithreaded programming), I won’t discuss them as they are not game specific. In general programming thread
safe and thread efficient code brings certain levels of complexity, but this can be considered
reasonable price for performance gains, especially in such performance-constrained area
as development of 3D games for mobile devices.
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